
Starman

a. Let it go

b. We shall never grow old

c. Shining in the night

d. Encounter (instrumental)

e. Starman

f. Slightly off

g. Let it go (reprise)

h. Starshower (instrumental)

a. Let it go

Nearly within a grasp

hoping that love will last

looking back at the past

erasing memories

Let it go, let it flow

start anew, start anew

cover up, never stop

hanging in, hanging out

Laughing just like a horse

I can feel no remorse

reaching out for the force

stopping time, stop the source

Let it go, let it flow

start anew, start anew

cover up, never stop

hanging in, hanging out

Let it go, let it flow

start anew, start anew

cover up, never stop

hanging in, hanging out

b. We shall never grow old

I'm not in my head

I'm not in my dream

memories fade away

outside looking in

Expectations die

exultations fly

stars are shining cold

we shall never grow old

I've walked from the party

I don't feel at home

no place where to go to

no place where to stay

Expectations die

exultations fly

stars are shining cold

we shall never grow old

The road lies ahead

there's no place to rest

I'm doing my best

to keep up the pace

Expectations die

exultations fly

stars are shining cold

we shall never grow old
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c. Shining in the night

Shining in the night

moving out of sight

we're passing through

never to be back

Traveling with the light

be the astral flight

we're passing through

never to be back

d. Encounter (instrumental)

e Starman

I'm just a constellation

named of your hero

I'm just a strangely notion

born out of zero

They call me Starman

they're waiting for miracles

they call me Starman

I fly around in circles

You're feeling the temptation

let go of the past

you think it's your creation

but it just won't last

They call me Starman

they're waiting for miracles

they call me Starman

I fly around in circles

They call me Starman

they're waiting for miracles

they call me Starman

I fly around in circles

f. Slightly off

I can't seem to synchronize

the parts of my world

I can't seem to synthesize

the parts I need to use

I've been trying but I know

I'm slightly off the track

I'm doing the best I can

but slightly off the track

I jump to the multiverse

where stars shine so bright

I'm walking besides myself

a perfect replica

I've been trying but I know

I'm slightly off the track

I'm doing the best I can

but slightly off the track

I've been trying but I know

I'm slightly off the track

I'm doing the best I can

but slightly off the track
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g. Let it go (reprise)

I'm not your stepping stone

keeping you safe and sound

I'd rather be at home

and watch a show on TV

Let it go, let it flow

start anew, start anew

cover up, never stop

hanging in, hanging out

Let it go, let it flow

start anew, start anew

cover up, never stop

hanging in, hanging out

h. Starshower (instrumental)
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